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The zen of the wheel
About the way of the bikemessenger

Mijn naam is Vincent van Eijk, ik leef in Arnhem, Nederland. In 1996 my philosophy went like this: I am
the hub, the center of all moving things around me, the most important thing. My friends, family, colleagues,
clients and the rest of traffic are like spokes towards the rim, the periphery in which I work as a fietskoerier.
If I keep all strings attached on the same amount of tension the wheel will be so round and in balance that I
create my own perpetuum mobile. I deliver packages en zendingen on a bicycle for a living because I can.

Only fourth because of Teun Mulder

I was riding my fixie for a living for a couple of years now and I knew I could be a pretty fast rider if it
wasn’t for those stupid questions at alleycats. I just wanted to ride my bike and ride it fast. So I came up
with the idea to enter the National Track Championships Keirin discipline. Getting an license was not too
difficult and I was never scared when getting into danger on a breakless bike. I thought I’d be macho enough
to compete with sportsmen who actually did ride on a track before. I positioned right behind the derny and
told myself that none was gonna pass. In the finals I battled for the third place, tangled into my opponent’s
shoulder, nearly crashed, and was afterwards yelled at angrily by the Dutch officials. Teun Mulder won,
laughed, liked the race and became World Champion Keirin later in his career. He came over to
congratulate while members of the jury were bitching at me to get me DQ-ed. No medal but one of the best
days in cycling ever.

Von ihrer Forderung berürt wurde ich Europas bester Verteiler 2009

Tommie took me to Berlin’s ECMC. Just to hang out, pay respects, drink a beer and have a holiday. Nuttin’
fancy. 30 minutes before the start of the dispatcher’s race a couple of Dutch fietskoeriers together with the
reigning lady World Champion Jojo Reeder came up to me to ask if I wanted to be their dispatcher. I agreed,
paid the entree-fee and we became the fastest, smartest and best Radkurier team in Europe that year. Done
and finished with going to these CMC’s because it’s always more of the same, never organised smoothly and
seldomly surprising in a positive way, I still let Tom Appeldoorn from Tour de Ville Eindhoven persuade me
to go to Berlin’s ECMC with him. Just to shake hands and say hi to appreciated colleagues from back in the
days. At the racetrack a couple of Dutch messengers and reigning World Championne Johanna Reeder came
up to ask if I wanted to be their dispatcher in a race. I was lucky enough to be the first to understand the idea
behind the race and could therefor send koeriers out to do runs whilst others would collect more assignments. We won the race thanx to excellent riding from the team and we were rewarded a big trophy.

Bas needed pen nor paper

My brother-in-law designed an application for my handheld telephone so clients would get an immediate receipt for the rides I did. After a delivery customers had to sign with a stylus, no more wet or wrinkled paper
for this courier. A PDF attached to an email did the trick and even though I was a one-man-company at that
time I was as well organised as the big players like UPS, DHL and FedEx. He did well and finished best fakenger at the Arnhem uphill, Bas de Vries. Not only the most favourite oncle of my son but also the guy who
designed BikeSign. It is an application to be used with a touchscreen PDA. You can fill in a form and have
the customer sign so he’ll receive a PDF file of the assignment. BikeSign is designed to help bikemessengers
to do their work more easily without the use of paper (think green) and the client giving the job will receive
an instant confirmation as soon as the job is done (think quick). In a few years all couriers, whether in a car,
van, truck or on a bike, will come to learn they should really get digital themselves too. It is the future.

Alleycat, Rollercoaster, Sprints, Fixieking
Dirk was a true phenomenon

Velocity was set up by Dirk and I in 1996. He was a winner. Not only did he keep the company going for
several years, he won the biggest part of the races he entered. Gaining prizes from Barcelona to Vancouver
to Zürich to Toronto to Arnhem to London to Godknowswhere. And besides that a really friendly guy to
hang out with. He won the alleycat during the CMWC Barcelona when I was having a beer en Las Ramblas.
He earned a ticket to Canada to enter competition on a wooden figure 8 track and won that HPR. He won
sprinting heats easily to just finish second at the sprints during CMWC Zürich, he was the best fixed gear
rider in all events of the London ECMC. I saw him winning and seldom losing. But through the years, we
grew apart, we did things in our own interest, Dirk Dijkhuis moved to Barcelona to set up another bikemessenger company. I never raced him.

The WC-Tabletop-Trackstand-Competition in wet Dublin was better than the mainrace

In 2007, Dublin’s CMWC was wet and poorly organised. To give an idea, to most people the nakedness of
the organisers and the end party was the highlight of this World Championships. On the final day we stayed
inside, got drunk and tried to do a trackstand comp on a table. Backward circles didn’t work out so well.
The worst Cycle Messenger World Championship I ever visited was the one in Dublin. No coffee or decent
food on the premises, a grass course rained to slippery muddy tracks, badly pointed out timetables of races
and events, the doubtful suggestion that the winner of the mainrace was given first plave due to a shitload of
dq’s and a closing ceremony where the hosts of the event would get naked to get the party going. Tjeerd and
I stayed at Vinny Doyle’s house and totally drunk came up with the idea to try and stand still on yer bike for
as long as you can on top of a table.

Deutsch reden können wir alle
Aber Deutsch sein können nur die Arschlöcher

Tom and I were dressed as UCI officials because bikemessengers thought they wanted to become profi. We
were asked to come and host the ECMC in Basel (2005). Standing on a podium I had to interview the riders
before they attacked the uphill time trial. Hundreds op visitors came to watch and most of them laughed at
my nonstop blabbering but some Germans were less charmed by this particular remark. At Basel’s ECMC,
one of the events was an uphill timetrial in the city center. I was holding he microphone and had already
been talking for hours in a row. Everything was going very well, the race was nicely organised and even
speaking in different languages was pretty much understandable for all people attending. I made one big
mistake by saying unkind words toward my fellow German Kuriere und möchte mich in diesem Buch entschuldigen für die häßliche Worte. At that time it sounded funny in front the Swiss audience but I was thinking too much about myself and my ego. I forgot the community was bigger than me.

Suddenly the music stopped and complete Eindhoven stood there in naked dicks putting on their bibshorts

Not many messengers were witness in this “from Dusk till Dawn” kind of scene at a Tour de Ville (Op d’n
Bult). Tjeerd and I were having a beer at the paaaaaartie and talkin’ bout nuttin’ when all of a sudden a
silence bumped in. Tom had turned off the music to let the local couriers know that the alleycat was going
to start in 15 minutes and they all shamelessly took of their clothes, als mannen van de koers, to get on their
racing outfit. The Amsterdam crew was as stunned as we were and I remember we tried to get on our bikes
(sans changement des vêtements) to race but were back just as quick to get a beer to drink away the horror
we had just seen. Needless to say one of their homeboys won.

ODCMC Arnhem Broodje Tjap

When Haute Courier organised the Open Dutch Cycle Messenger Championships in Arnhem together with
Velocity there was quite a debat. One of the most beautiful environments in our neighbourhood was going to
be the racetrack for the 2006 Open Dutch Cycle Messenger Championships, hilly, with tarmac, cobblestones,
railroadtracks and loaded with volunteers. All kinds of positivity to make this a great happening. But wait...
what went wrong with the food? Some guys insisted on serving vegan food for the competitors while others
had experienced in the past that it was better to give messengers the free choice to have whatever they’d feel
like. The vegan part offered that they could arrange friends who would make een Broodje Tjap from food
that was no longer dated enough to sell in the shops anymore but still was good food. They also were
convinced that they should have the most fun of all people entering the ODCMC.

Always the most modern art in the bag

Year after year Velocity was sponsored by the Museum of Modern Art Arnhem. We never had to cycle
around with actual works of art but the advertisments of upcoming and lopende tentoonstellingen that were
presented on the back of our courierbags were always a work of art.

Robèr buzzed Sybille

History lesson. Robèr Assion war der erste Radkurier in Arnheim. He set up KC Koerier Centrale. He was
German and wore a big sweater over his big belly. He paid me 500 gulden for 6 weeks of work. He learned
me this: Wer bremst, verliert. Mobile phones weren’t common at that time so you had a pager and needed to
look for a phonebooth to call back to the office. Radkurieren Version Eins Punkt Null in 1996. Robèr Assion
was the owner of KC Koerier Centrale and Sybille was his wife. He was a strange guy with a beard in some
crappy knitted sweater who would sit behind a desk all day bossing his wife to boss couriers around. A scary
kind of type who resembles the bad ass villain of Mad Max a lot. They were supplying a pager so you could
call them back for a run at your own costs. Sometimes men in cars with tinted window would come into the
office which ment you had to get out, no matter wind or rain, and it would stress Robèr. Maybe that was the
reason why he left met de Noorderzon. But it gave us the opportunity to start Velocity.

Beer
Tequila

We organised a party once a year at Velocity. With beer and tequila to drink, a DJ for the music, a BBQ for
the food and clients to have sex with. Oh yeah, and couriers to ride the alleycat. Although most of the times,
friends and clients would also give it a go. Buitenproportionele kosten were made to have these parties and
the people that went are still hoping for a re-run.

Buffalo Bill needed to wear a proper helmet

At every CMC where we showed up there was this man who spoke in proper English. He drank proper
English beer. And made proper English jokes we could all understand by words but seldomly by meaning.
Anyhow, a jolly old chap, fancying a cup of tea and a biscuit, I might say. He also was a percipient who
acclaimed the importance of wearing a proper helmet during a bikerace before the majority of fietskoeriers even understood that wearing a cyclingcap wasn’t going to keep that small amount of brains inside your
head after a crash. Dirk and I just to tease Bill Chidley a bit by wearing a new aerohelmet each time we had
to race.

The Concept needed to Develp

Wilfred “Wilfman” Wissink from Soundarmada used to work at a company that called themselve Concept
but later changed places to continue his job at a company called Develp. But when still at Concept, he was
the person behind the pushing of getting my Haute Courier glamourzine for Business and Bullshit sponsored. They paid for the expenses of printing and really helped me out at that time. Big up for this reggae
selecter who nowadays gives us the weekly portion of stricktly dancehall and conscious vibes during #tekendinsdag.

3, 2, 1... POLO

Side-events have gone too far. After championship-titles in Male, Female, Company, Worlds, European, National, North American, Main Race, Sprints, Bunny-hop, Trial, Skids, Alleycats, Best Dressed, Oldest, Worst
Breaking and Backward Circles the messenger community decided it was time for yet another competition
to become the best in. But it was never about your actual job (the combo of clients/dispatcher/fietskoerier).
So, let’s face it. If no other competition is able to decide who is the “best” in his or her profession, we might
as well just count to three and enjoy being outside on our bikes. Game on!

Analog became Digital

At least 14 times a week we were riding for Rens Plachek’s photostudio back in the days. But the the digitale
snelweg came and overtook our fietspad. I think a lot of digital work has been a great worry for bikemessengers around the globe but I also think that it’s never going to be the killing for couriers. Although fast and
cheap isn’t enough, I know there will always be a demand for green power and personal treatment.

Microalleycats

After a long weeks work, I almost never wanted to travel out to a different city and race in it for two hours
or more. Let’s just have a beer, ride a 15 minute max race, come back to drink some more. Entrance fee is
the cost of your beverage, winner takes all, but has to buy a round of drinks. The idea of microalleycats was
born and we held a series of six races (every first friday o/t month) at a certain point. Even the non-racers
stood a chance due to the fact that the fastest ones often came in with wrong answers. Un coursier à vélo est
soigné dans son travail.

Mail for prostitutes

During the early days of Arnhem messengering we still had a Rosse Buurt. And the local radio broadcast
station was in the middle of it. We had to deliver their daily mail and thus rode along the red light windows
of the hookers in the morning. The most friendly people ever. Always waving at us to come in for a cup of
coffee. Unfortunately we never had the time to do so but Tjeerd once invited his favourite to come over to
one of our company parties. He told her that all of her girlfriends were welcome too.

Die Radkuriere from Nijmegen sold their name and were left with the inheritance of the Arnhem
bicimensajeros

At a certain point, this city had two courier companies. And in the first city south of Arnhem, which is called
Nijmegen, there was another and slightly different one. Some guys out there set up their own couriercompany called “Fietskoerier Nijmegen”. And at a certain point they even bought Velocity. But after the selling
of Haute Courier it didn’t take long before Cycloon took over their Arnhem establishment. De Fietskoerier
Nijmegen was now back at where they started. One single business in Nijmegen. Only difference, their company name is now Velocity. Pretty complicated way to get your company a new name, innit?

There he stood
On the podium
After the Time Trial
In Utrecht
The little professor

In 2007, the fietskoerier Utrecht organised the Open Dutch Cycle Messenger Championships, with a Team
Time Trial in it. Really something that Tjeerd, Sam and I like a lot. The watching on TV of it, that is. But
anyhow, we competed in the race. We had to do two laps on a circuit, Tjeerd lost his tobacco, I went back
and retrieved it during the race, and Sammie won the sprint of our team. He was called on stage for youngest
participant in an ODCMC and received his first jersey. Props to the organisation.

Ingen Grøn
Ingen Blå

Second World Championships I ever went to were held in Zürich, Schweiz in 1999. Velocity had a big
delegation going of 4 man strong but we were a bit outnumbered by the Green and Blue Danes who came in
multiple busses. It seems as if half København on a cykel had came to this CMWC. Funny thing was though
taht they could’nt stand eachother. Pushpins on the track, treachery and foul play was commited to avoid
the other team to win any thing. The rest of the world gazed in wonder. Business to business competition in
Kopenhagen was so strong that a championships title could be the difference between medgang og modgang.

ODCMC Groningen reintroduced bikepolo

Fuccit was asked to organise a bikepolo tournament during the Open Dutch Cycle Messenger Championships up north in 2009. Of course we said yes and Cycloon helped us out by having a special wooden fence
being made for the game. Sunny days on a course far from the city centre. A tough mainrace. Parties till late.
Sleeping on a table in an armytent. And the polo was nice, it brought out so much non-couriers and the fraternization was good to see. Fietskoeriers, fakengers, bikelovers, friends, family... anybody should just come
out and have fun.

We all had our own solutions and Never saw the problems of another

After the Open Nederlandse Fietskoerier Kampioenschappen in Amsterdam in 2004, they organised a meeting to discuss bikemessengering in Holland. Several companies had difficulty holding their heads up, other
companies were going strong. We never got together really. Everybody wanted to speak out their loudest,
nobody wanted to hear how internal problems could be solved by external resolutions. Het was een farce.
It was a first attempt to become more professionalised in Nederland and I think people are still busy trying
to get together. But it’s hard when both oldskool and newskool withhold you from getting further. This ain’t
school, it’s time to work.

All our names were painted on the road

Zürich had Races. Zürich had Parties. Zürich had Roller Races. Zürich had Backward Circles. Zürich had an
Uphill Time Trial. When the daily racing had stopped and everybody went out to venues to drink alcohol in
overvloedige mate, the guys from Velocity went up the hill were next day’s Time Trial was to be held. We
bought liters of latex during the day to paint the names of companies, riders, friends, foes and ourselves on
the road in the midst of night. Next day during the race people were posing in the streets at the paintures. A
surreal realistic Tour de France stilo kind of atmosphere was created and years later photos keept popping in
of poseurs with their names.

Orange soccersocks stink enormously on Queensday when in London

Four guys in a Volkswagen Polo. Four bikes stacked in that same car. No room for clean clothes or a tent.
We went on the train and saw the Channel Tunnel from the inside, had to sleep in our seats and arrived at the
UK capital around breakfast time. I can really enjoy that scrambled eggs, sausage, bacon, mushrooms, baked
beans, slice of toast and half a tomato. We went to the Duke of York for the start of the alleycat wearing
oranje voetbalkousen to celebrate our Dutch National holiday. People kept giving us drinks on behalf of the
queen’s birthday and I can’t even remember whether we raced or how we got back home.

Comics verkaufen um im Frachtraum zu schlafen

Das Jahr war 2000, das ECMC in Freiburg kam und ich hatte kein Geld zu gehen. So what does one do? I
looked around in my house and the only thing of value I could find was my collection of Batman comics.
First date issues, rare ones, complete series... I sold them for €150,- so I could at least buy a couple of beers
and pay for the trip. And as far as my recollection goes there were less than 15 riders at that time competing in the fixie competition. Because the lack of a tent I had to sleep in the cargo space of the Tour de Ville
touringbus and had to lock my bike at the hydraulic arm to prevent it from closing me inside.

De chocoladeletters van Sinterklaas kwamen uit het laboratorium

One of our clients had this odd name: Het Lab. What they were doing there, nobody knew. Sure, always
a nice lady at the door or a friendly man to give you a package or to sign for the stuff you delivered. But
around the Dutch annual holiday of Sinterklaas (sort of X-Mas) we finally found out what they were about.
We received a character made out of chocolate, with a poem to it. Apparently they were a graphic design and
advice agency. That probably explanes why the never wore white coats or protection goggles.

Turning a corner Sliding down Blowout And therefore next to the stage

London’s European Cycle Messenger Championships 2003 took place on the weekend of
24/27th May at the Eastway Cycle Circuit in Lea Valley Park. Well, the racing didn’t go as plan, but the
skidcompetition went really nice. After blocking the rearwheel of your fixed you had to skid down a road
for 50 meters, make a turn right to slide down a hill and if you were still on yer bike skidding, you had to
try to get it up the next hill as far as you could. Mind you, all the time you had to stop your bike. So he who
brakes worst became the champ. Skidding on the way down I heard a big bang, continued to ride on the bare
rim and finished 4th eventually. Meanwhile, during the event I sold all of the 100 copies of Haute Courier,
Glamourzine for business and bullshit I brought along. And gave away gadgets like headbands, bikeribbon,
overshoes and seatcovers on the closing party to celebrate my birthday. Wooooohooooo.

Even for us the Schlossberg in Graz was the killer, Amai

The 1998 Europa Meisterschaft für Radkuriere in Österreich was going to be easy. Pfffffff, appeltje eitje
we’d call it. Velocity fietskoeriers was an Arnhem based company and all dutchies know that we work in the
only hilly part of Holland. So full of confidence we went to Graz to collect some prizes. But WTF, is this
mountain for real? Who ever goes up there to make a delivery? Or twice? The steepest in steep, hilliest in
hills, schlossest of bergs I’ve ever seen in bikemessengerraces. Ein echter Killer, meinherr.

Konstant nach Rose Versand

Waking up in the apparel from yesterday in the same seat you were watching the late night movie in last
night was a very common thing at Velocity. We spent our money on pizza, bier en patat. And going to parties
ofcourse. We bought a Volkswagen Transporter Pick-Up truck even though none of us had a driving license.
So we could go places top spend even more money. Cause we needed more bikes, more bikeparts, more
bikegear, just more in general basically. Almost every other weekend we rode the car to Germany to Rose
Versand to buy stuff . But always on a discount or afgeprijsd or im Sondernangebot.

Being able to make deliveries with a car was going to be of added value

I do get the picture when a company calls itself Adde Value Campaign Factory. I even get the picture where
people would like their deliveries also be made possible outside Arnhem. But what kind of a sorry ass lame
excuse for being a bike messenger are you, when you need a car, to tell your client that you’re actually a
“complete” couriercompany. Stick to your core business, do what you like the most, stay true to what you
do best, and work together with other professionals where possible. A fietskoerier delivers the package on a
fiets, hence the word bicycle messenger.

8mm porn in the workshop

During one our outrageous parties in de Parkstraat, we were playing 8mm movies on the silverscreen. Pornographic film from the seventies, women with doormat, men with moustache, that kind of porn. Unfortunately
no sound to it but still impressive footage. One of our clients, Dirk, saw the nudity and extravaganza of it
all and took us apart for a chat. If we knew that we we had solid gold in our hands, this vintage stuff was
worth a fortune. He took place behind the projector on a crate of beer, enjoyed the view and played movies
throughout the party.

Wir hatten kein Beispiel
Wir waren das Beispiel

Sure... we saw the Quicksilver movie, we all had worked at KC Koerier Centrale. We knew how to make
a delivery and where all the client’s adresses were. But no one taught us how to own a company, create a
policy, take care of employees, fill out tax forms, acquisitie doen, Rechnungen sammeln or think of the future. All we knew was how to profile ourselves in society as young men wanting to ride notre vélos en citee
and just be cool. Not having a plan, just being there in the moment, that’s all, that’s it, for example. The zen
of the wheel. About the way of the bikemessenger.

The big auction

The guys from Cycloon had registered themselves for Tour for Life. And I wanted to come along for a
journey by bike from Italy to Holland. To enter their team they asked the fair amount of €1500,- of a rider.
So where to get that money. I sold all my courierjerseys, cyclingcaps, bicyclemessengert-shirts, helmets,
stickers, manifests and other bike or courier related paraphernalia in a big auction. Selling my history for the
good cause: Médecins Sans Frontières. Selling my present for the future: life after fietskoerieren.

La construcción de bicicletas
La ruptura de la bicicletas

Almost every other week we would have this project going on. Naturellement you rode a roadbike or a
mountainbike, slightly adapted to your wishes. But we always had another kind of type of style of bike on
the side to do some sort of inventions on. Small wheel in the front. Stem underneath the frame. Mountainbike with roadwheels. Breaklever near the seatpost. Barends in the middle of your handlebars. Dirkbars.
Dropbars on a ATB. Triathlonbike with straight bars. Fixed gear breakless. Toeclips without straps. Radial
spokes. Twisted spokes. Deltaframe with 53-12 gearing. Change of bikeribbon once a month. But never the
real essentials like fenders, lights or a helmet for that matter.

Fietskoerier=Doortrapper
Feit=Fixie

Bicyclemessengers are mostly considered people who keep on riding fast no matter what. Well, they work
on a continious basis, no doubt. But they’re not always as busy as the want it to look. And opposed to what a
lot of them tend to think, namely riding a fixed gear is the way to show the world that you’re a courier. It is
not the only solution for riding a bike. Fact not fixion.

Jesus gave us a new wardrobe

First sponsor in the history of Velocity was a local clothing store named G-SUS. The man next to dressed by
the son of. They were really into skateboarding at that time but still thought we were hip enough to carry out
their brandname. For us it meant riding around in new outfits every next few months. Going over to the shop
and get yourself new shirts, shorts, sweaters, caps, all kinds of gear. But less than two years later we decided
it was time to move on and start wearing more ‘n more cycling apparel, instead of the soaky wet cotton in
winter. Brrrrrrrrr.

Cultivated Cult

We used to think being a fietskoerier is a way of life. Neeeee, beter nog. We were bikemessengers. This had
nothing to do with lifestyle or looking like. Culture was being written when we discovered what worked and
what flopped. Nowadays I look back on that period with a smile. Finding it hard to believe that newbies still
wanna keep up what has already passed by. Un coursier à vélo has become just another job. Nothing cult
about that. Stop trying to become the person you never were, be the person you are. Even oldskool couriers
have changed into something new now.

Runde für leben
Ronda por vida
Runde for livet

Summer 2010. Start Bardonecchia – Col de l’Echelle (1860m) – Col du Lautaret (2058m) – Alpe d’Huez
(1860m) – Col de Glandon (1924m) – Col de la Croix de Fer (2067m) – Col de Madeleine (2000m) – Col de
Tamié (907m) – Col de Bluffy (620m) – Col de Frétallaz (690m) – Mont Salève (1375m) – Col de la Faucille (1323m) – Col du Hundsrück (748m) – Col du Grand Ballon (1325m) – Le Hohneck (1367m) – Col
la Schlucht (1139m) – Cote de Wanne (490m) – Cote de la Vecquee (526 m) – Cauberg (141m) – Finish
Valkenburg. Cycling 1254 kilometres with Team Cycloon to create awareness for Médecins Sans FrontièresHolland.

Toujours préséance sur Steenstraat

While other people had to wait and stand in line at the postal office, we were allowed come first to the desk
to get helped. At all our clients, we were prioritized. Sometimes because of the package we were carrying,
mostly because of the friendly service. Or wait, perhaps always because of the lycra jerseys, the spandex
bibshorts, the naked calves, the mysterious sunglasses and the smooth talks. I definiately used my looks to
get the message abroad.

Not a day reluctantly on the bike

In my times as a fietskoerier I have worked in rain, hail, snow, sun, wind, natte sneeuw, storm or any kind
of weather. I sometimes had to get up while it was still dark and wasn’t done cycling till darkness fell. I’ve
visited clients in places far away, clients next door, nagging clients, homosexually in love clients, clients
too beautiful to be true. I worked with colleagues, strangers, fakengers, youngsters, veterans. I was sick, ill,
ziek, tired, sad, in love, fast, occupied, stressed out, happy, strong, out of line and correct. Bills weren’t paid,
invoices were left unattended, tax?, cover letters were written and history was made. But never ever was a
riding my bicycle without enjoying myself, never.

1996 – 2010

Did I ride for work every day? Nope. Although there were also periods of time I rode la bicicletta 13 hours a
day. And periods of time I rode it 6 days a week. There were also times I sat in the office being a dispatcher.
Times I wasn’t working at a couriercompany at all. Sometimes I had a break or just some time off. Yet I did
ride my fiets almost every day of the whole period. But sometimes I didn’t ride and wrote everyday updates
on the Haute. And no matter das Radfahren of how many kilometers, zendingen I delivered, cliënten I visited, compagnies I worked at. I was busy living. I was a fietskoerier for over 14 years.

Tomoaki
Emi
Katsu
T-Serv

The first time I actually met Japanese people was in 1998 during the Cycle Messenger World Championships
in Barcelona. We didn’t understand a word of their language and they definitely couldn’t make soup of what
we were trying tell them. We had a laugh, we drank beers, I swopped a jersey for a courierbag. The promise
of visiting tehm in their homecountry still stands even though we lost contact and adresses. Perhaps I should
teach myself a couple of Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji first. Perhaps I should just bring a bottle of saké along.
To celebrate all foreign friends from wherever on this globe.

Everybody had seen that movie about bikemessengers in New York #LIES

All the time, every time, people would tell you that they know what you’re all about when you say you un
coursier à vélo. How dangerous your job is doing 50 km/u through traffic. That you’re not having any breaks
on your bike. That you hold on to the fenders or cars while you cross the bridge to Arnhem-Zuid. That you
have an unspoken deathwish and that’s the reason why you’re not wearing a helmet or any protection. That
you dodge automobiles, pedestrians, anything to get a kick out of life. Unfortunately these same people
forget that traffic goes really slow in NYC because it’s so friggin’ busy over there and taht it’s totally useless
overhere to do the same because we’ve got cycling lanes. In plus 10 years of CMWC history there’s only
been 1 North American Bicycle Messengers Worldchampion so far. #CONTRE_VÉRITÉS #USANDHEDER #UNWAHRHEITEN #FALSEDADES

In motocrosspants, bodyprotector and fullfacehelmet on the Eusebiusbuitensingel

At a certain point in our “careers” we saw the video of the X_Men of New York City. Men, did these guys
look impressive or what. We definitely needed to get such an outfit ourselves too. And so we did. We bought
ourselves fresh new gear to look like a motocross pro and took our adapted mountainbikes into the streets.
But wait a second, traffic wasn’t as hectic as in the video. Clients looked at us in wonder if we were going to
switch to a less greener means of transportation and become motocouriers. When one of us tried to cling to a
driving car, the driver inside it would get real angry and upset and try to shake you off. It scared the shit out
of me, this nonsense was more frightening for us than for anybody else.

The blog became too personal

At first the Haute Courier was a glamourzine for business and bullshit. The idea behind is was to create
media between client-client and client-fietskoerier. A couple of years later I reused the name for my first own
courier company. Honestly speaking I wasn’t all that busy during daytime so I could easily spend a part oif
the day by looking over the internet to find bike-related stuff to blog on. My standard language would be a
mixture of English and Dutch mixed with whatever words I found suitable for posting. After a while I noticed I was just looking on the internet for the sake of searching, my personal problems were more and more
subject of my posts. I needed to work more so I quit the blog, sold Haute Courier to Cycloon and started to
let the legs do the talking again.

The way of the wheel
About the zen of the bikemessenger

Mijn naam is Vincent van Eijk, ik leef in Arnhem, Nederland. In 2010 my philosophy now goes like this: I
am the man next to God. I do like the concept of one entity who creates all that I believe in and work with.
I don’t think however that I should search for those items outside of myself. I am the most important. The
earth orbits around the sun, the universe is all about me. For me, it’s the biggest reason to stick to what I
truly find the most important: het geloof in jezelf.

With my first prizemoney I paid the fine of a fellow courier

An alleycat is a race in which fietskoeriers imitate the work they do during daytime, while off duty. They
invite colleagues from other cities over to outbattle them in skills and speed. Most of the times these races
take place late at night, people have to gather stamps or deliver fake shipments. After I won my first alleycat
in Utrecht, one of the other couriers got taken in by the cops for driving the wrong way. I gave him money to
pay de boete and the rest was spent on beers.

Riding alone in opposite direction i won the ticket to the HPR in Canada

Dirk already conquered the HPR twice and after the CMWC 1998 in Washinghton DC he had to organise an
alleycat in Arnhem in which the winner would get a aeroplaneticket to Toronto, where the next race was to
be held. Dunhill cigarettes was de grote sponsor of the Human Powered Rollercoaster, a series of races on a
wooden figure eight track. I didn’t go with the pack who went cycling kop-over-kop, but followed my own
route to victory. Each time I saw the other guys during the race I know I was extending my lead while they
were thinking I was way behind.

An occupational accident gave me one piece of gold tooth

Business was booming, we were riding like madman, literally. In one moment of slackened attention I didn’t
see the car in front of me that was standing still at the traffic light and went into it head-first. Over 30 something stitches had to close the new aeroroof on my skull and Kim was very surprised that afternoon to find
out her boyfriend had become a smurf with a white hat. I also lost one tooth and had it replaced for a gouden
tand. Lesson learned: you cannot headbutt a car that’s on the handbrake.

The tattoo didn’t become a burden on my shoulder

At Velocity, a bikemessenger company I put up together with Dirk Dijkhuis, we were doing business from a
sousterrain, next to a tattooshop. And before going to the Cycle Messengers World Championships 1997 in
Barcelona it seemed like a good idea to me to have our company name on my back. The artist would put it
up for free so the decision to have my shoulders inked was easily made. I still wear it with pride because it
was the first thing I ever achieved in de grote mensen wereld.

Arnhem Uphill is Holland’s most beautiful and toughest alleycatrace

A couple of times the past 14 years I organised the Uphill, a race in which fietskoeriers had to go up north in
Arnhem multiple times. The city in which we are bikemessengers is the least flat environment to bike in, so
most of the competitors would be scared to enter. Partly because of their own experience, partly because of
the stories told on this monsterlijke alleycat. The highest point is around 80 meters but it’s only a 3KM ride
to get there. Exhausting climbs, gorgeous nature, tons of fun, the strongest always won.

As hostspeaker of the ECMC Eindhoven I spoke English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and Dutch

Tom Appeldoorn from Tour de Ville invited me to get on the microphone for three days to tell participants,
visitors and staff what was going on during day and night. The European Cycle Messengers Championships
2008 were in my modest opinion the most succesful event I went to during the 14 years of bikemessengering. The food was good, the parties were good, the vibes were good, the weather was good, the races were
good and de blikken bier only cost an euro. Some people threatened to stay away from next ECMC if the
same speaker was to be hired though.

Velocity fietskoeriers was founded in 1996 by Dirk and me

Both Dirk and i had been working for KC Koerier Centrale (probably the first bike messenger company in
Holland ever) and we left there because the money was bad. So we thought we had to start our own company one day somewhere else but luck came our way when the owner of KC vanished all of a sudden without
any reason. We went to the regular customers and told them our plans and started our company in a day and
a half. We rode together for 3,5 years and then I left Velocity. Dirk continued the company and sold it years
later.

Ahwell, where to start when something that controlled your life for the past 14 years now became useless

I was planning on doing my job as a bikecourier for 15 years. I would then get depressed, go sit at the
bottom of the echoput and stay there for quite a while. But when I would get out, I was going to do stuff
I always wanted to do like writing and drawing. Since puberty I never wanted to work or do things, I just
wanted to hang out a bit and have fun but apparently people gotta work. I didn’t finish the 15 years, broke
down at 14 years and a couple of months, got suicidal, got help, am working om my #psycho and wrote two
books on my life as a #fietskoerier.

I met Kim there and she gave me the son I always wanted

Before I started with Velocity I was hanging on the couch in Dirk’s place when at one evening Kim came
to visit him. I was stunned by her beauty and fell in love with her. We became een setje and in 2000 our son
Sam was born. She is the best woman I man could wish for and my son is the one person I was waiting for to
complete my life. Kim stood behind me in all the right and wrong decisions I made through the years while
being a fietskoerier, Sam chooses not to become a bikemessenger.

I was a broodrenner

In my career I’ve had years of cycling 5 days a week with an average of more than 100KM a day. There
were times when my living was only about riding a bike for work, without time for relaxation or updating
my social status. At times I would fall asleep totally worn out and disorientated but then almost instantly
woke up, needing to hurry to do the next postal route in the morning while still wearing the same ol’ dirty
spandex from the day before. I was a professional roadracer who had to ride his bike to buy his daily bread.
In Belgian these people are called broodrenners.

I was riding in spandex with a helmet when they were still wearing cut-off jeans and woolen sweaters

When I started out at KC Koerier Centrale in 1996, I was already doing triatlon for sports a couple of years.
My bicycle was an Allsop Softride, that bike without a seatpost with a carbon beam, pretty revolutionary at
that time, I know. I came to mijn sollicitatie in spandex and with a helmet on my head and had to go on a
first day job with Jaap Oudman cause he wass the fastest koerier at that time. He rode a GT mountainbike
with frontsuspension. Needless to say I had to slow down a bit so my “leader” could show me the way.
Nowadays, cycling apparel and helmet are to be considered standard outfit for any fietskoerier, I think.

I quit cause I never finish anything

It’s not in my person to continue doing stuff I don’t relate to. When my heart is no longer with de materie,
I can stop doing work, having a relationship or being part of a community. I took everything out of this life
that I could so far, I was in a company together, I was on the streets, I was in the office, I had personnel, I
was on dispatch, I was mechanic, I had my own company, I won alleycats, I won championships, I gained a
lot of friends and lost the lust for het fietskoerieren. But don’t cry for me, laugh at yourself.

At the bikemessengers I had found all of my friendships

Strange and bijzonder how someone can have friends all over the planet without getting in touch with them
on a regular basis. Sometimes you would see eachother once a year, some of mijn vrienden I haven’t seen in
almost a decade. Some friends died, some friends moved on. But we’ve always had the same interests: meeting messengers from all over the globe, bicycles (both watching and riding) and drinking beers. And yes,
that goes for both boys as girls. Now, I doesn’t bother me that I won’t be looking them up soon. I know that
when we’ll meet again, it will feel like we sat at the bar last night and rode home drunk different ways.

My purplepink skinsuit was torn and bloody after the Global Gutz

The Global Gutz is an alleycat race through traffic which starts at the same time all around the world. Winner will receive a ticket to the CMWC. It can mean you have to ride during rushhour or maybe in the midst
of night. Die flache Strecke dauert 21KM und muss mindestens 5 checkpoints haben. Our city is absolutely
not flat but we entered competition a couple of times here. The one time I won the Arnhem edition, I was
riding a delta frame fixed gear with skinsuit and aerohelmet but had a rather hefty crash on my way to the
finish. My time wasn’t good enough to win the overall classement in 2001. Aaaaaaaarghhgargh...

During 24 hours Tjeerd and I were riding a tandem on de Afsluitdijk

Visit several bikemessenger companies is different cities of Holland within 24 hours by travelling a distance
well over 400KM. Great concept to have an alleycat, n’est-ce pas? But people who know Tjeerd also know
he isn’t going to do idiot stuff like that in a zillion years. So in 2008 I asked him if we could ride together on
one bike. He agreed, drank his first beer after 200KM, didn’t eat, sat at the side of the road for seven times,
only fell asleep once for like 15 minutes and called it a day when arriving at Velocity HQ. De rest van de
100KM I rode solo on my roadbike. Rik van den Bosch won it twice!!

I refused the nomination for the Markus Cook Award because fakengers were never to be accepted by those
same fietskoeriers

When “ordinary” people try to look like bikemessengers by riding a fixed gear bicycle, wearing a slingbag
and more or less copying the looks of a courier, they’re called Fakengers. I don’t agree with that cause we
all started out once wanting to become a bikemessenger. So I organised an alleycat to which I invited both
Fahrradkuriere und Fakengers to race and get in contact with eachother. It gave me a nomination for the
award given to a bicyclecourier who does great stuff for the messenger community, but I refused the nomination. I know the majority of that same community is still not showing acceptance for people who aren’t
couriers.

I was sleeping in my fetal position on the couch in front of the window during working hours

Dirk had to go to the dentist so we called up Tjeerd to ask if he could come to work the next friday. Sure,
no problemo. The following morning I was doing the postal routes by myself cause there was no track of
Tjeerd. A phonecall had to wake him up and he said he was coming to Velocity a.s.a.p. When I arrived at
HQ, I looked through the window and saw Tjeerd sleeping in an awkward pose. His alcohol breath was
telling me he went to the bar last night but that he could work, no problemo. He didn’t do any runs that day.
Tjeerd was our first employee, we gave him a contract in which he had to sign for a zero-tolerance policy on
drank en drugs.

Quicksilver made me believe you could earn money by playing outside all day

Cult, pure cult, de film die iedereen gezien zou moeten hebben. Not that this movie is anything like reality
but it creates the perfect feeling you should have when wanting to become a bicyclemessenger. Most of the
people I know have experienced some part of the story of Jack Casey, except for the part where he’s dancing
with his girly in his living room on a fixie doing all kinds of tricks and weird whatever stuff. But after seeing
this moviola I knew for sure I was going to be a fietskoerier one day, preferrebly as soon as possible.

Kim thought that everyone should carry een oliebol met poedersuiker without napkin or baggy

In Holland, during Christmas, we have this strange habit to cook lumps of dough in hot oil and sprinkle them
with powdered sugar. This sounds silly, I know. So when Kim was organising the alleycat on X-Mas eve, we
had to pick up a hot oilball and bring it to the office. You were not allowed to nibble from it or a DQ would
follow. In the end we had a big plate of oliebollen, a winner, presents and a great atmosphere to celebrate
these beautiful holidays together with colleagues and friends.

A BMA needs only a few thoughts: wear a helmet, stick to the rules of safe traffic and pay contribution for
employers and employees to get to talk to eachother

Some things haven’t worked out in my time as a fietskoerier. It’s almost impossible to protect the possibilities and obligations of both chief and staff. Generally a bikecourier just wants to work hard for some honest
money. A chef d’equipe wants his company to be succesful so he can make some easy money. Slight difference huh? Like I said, it’s almost impossible but I think that the complete community should get together in
a more professional way and make sure everybody pays up to get paid.

SØRS

The first client I ever went to when applying for courier en velo. In Arnhem-Zuid in a building you wouldn’t
want to be found dead. But these we’re the guys who helped me out when I started up Haute Courier, mio
primo own couriercompany. They had already agreed to leave their old supplier to go and do business with
me when I still had to print my pricelists and get the website up and running. Apart from that, their boss is a
cycling freak who still rides races. Friendly people who listen to your stories and sticked with the messenger
when times got rough.

Recognition and fame were more important than love and affection

Looking back at my own influence in what I did and could have achieved I now think I should shown more
compassion, could have listened more open hearted and probably didn’t make it as personal as possible.
Ofcourse, ce sont mes memoires, my stories. So they are all influenced on how I was, am or tend to become.
I do know that all was real at that time. It never was the lifestyle the media wants us to believe but on the
other hand has prooven not to be my life. I worked as a fietskoerier for several periodes of time in Arnhem
en Eindhoven, went around the globe for events and championships, that was my job. I never wanted to
work in the first place.

Piraten Alleycat

Normally an alleycat would be: racing across traffic for collecting stamps, answers, packages and following
some sort of pre-set route to determine the winner. De piraten alleycat was a completely different story: you
got a wad of pocketmoney in advance with which you could bribe the checkpoints or buy new accomplices.
Cheating was allowed, not to say was obligatory. But in the end, your team needed to have the most cash. At
a checkpoint you had to play cards, roll the dice and do other games to collect more money. You win some,
you lose some. Selbstverständlich, this was getting out of hand when one guy threatened to throw another
guy’s bike of the 3rd floor to get hold of his coins. At the end pirates were rolling on my livingroom floor
fistfighting over money hidden in their socks.

Way too drunk I called up Kim in the middle of the night to tell her I was very lost and if she knew the way
in Toronto

Het jaar 1997. We got out of the XXX Bar at around 6 and tried to ride over to a party when I my dronkenschap told me to take the shortcut nobody else was going. We had already been up for more than a day thanks
to the HPR the night before. But that couldn’t stop me from going the right direction, or wait... was it the
wrong direction. After 10Km I stopped to make a collect call home and wake up Kim. When on the phone,
Big Al miraculously turnes up out of nowhere. I pass him the phone to talk to my girl and I unzipped my
pants to piss. Thankfully, he brought me back to the place where my friends were. Big Al died.

Haute Courier
Glamourzine for Business and Bullshit

Messenger community was fun, some people even published own magazines. Printed in black and white in
the copyshop, you had to pay een muntje to support for instance the local Bike Messenger Association or it
would cover the costs of making. I liked the idea of telling clients and fellow couriers about what was going in our local community and came up with the idea of Haute Courier. Only I made it in glossy paper, full
color prints and wrote it in both English and Nederlands. I even had to do reprinting while at teh ECMC in
London because of the big demand. Too bad the Dutch messengers didn’t come with any input for the glamourzine. But I later used the name for my first own messenger company and weblog.

I just couldn’t manage to brake on the wet stones of Rotterdam
And everyone was applauding

During one of the times I wasn’t active as a koerier, the 2001 European Cycle Messenger Championships
were held in Rotjeknor. I got an invitation to come over on a VIP status and entered the skid competition.
You can skid your fixed gear bicycle when you suddenly stop pedalling and block your rear wheel. In the
skid competition you then try to slide your bike as far as possible. Dangerous and tricky and skillful when
properly applied. I would hang over my handlebars and my nose could almost touch my frontwheel, namely.
That day it had been raining a lot and I became the best worst breaking bicyclemessenger of Europe. Le
champion du danger!

Le Directeur Sportif would cycle his daily Tour de Ville

My most appreciated colleague in all the years of fietskoerieren was without any doubt Tom Apeldoorn. He
owned a couriercompany in Eindhoven, rode his bike in the morning and would do the dispatching in the
afternoon. But most of all, he was my friend, we laughed, we cried, we drank, we watched koers, we had our
differences, we agreed, we hosted, we partyed, we were silent. He was the boss of the organisation, people
had to work the way he wanted them to and they would be rewarded accordingly. And I don’t think there
was ever a day he wouldn’t do the runs himself.

He came by bike and he went by automobile to infinity... and beyond

Pik Onderwijzer was a pretty fast bikemessenger once and the founder of Infinity fietskoeriers in Amsterdam. Next to Velocity, it was the company where fixed gear riding was most promoted. Kamaal always
managed to stay away from spandex shorts which I found pretty remarkable. But the one thing I really didn’t
get about him was the part when he got off the bicycle and started doing his courierwork in a car. Still, the
other messengers from Amsterdam never changed their stilo and have kept true to their identity by riding on
a doortrapper (fiets met vast verzet). My only problem with this is that I don’t think that a free spirit like a
bikemessenger should ride with such a fixed mind.

Through a shortcut suddenly there was Den Bosch on the map

Between Utrecht en Eindhoven there was nuttin’ for years but Hanno Maas changed that by setting up Shortcut fietskoeriers. Now that’s where my worries start. Not his business, no... it’s a great company with friendly folks. But what is up with that name, my friend. Only the people who cheat or aren’t strong enough, take a
shortcut to get to the finish. And the shortest route is not always the fastest or most profitable path. Neither is
the way of the wheel, about the zen of the bikemessenger, on reaching your goal as about the route to getting
there. I should probably get on my fiets to have a Bossche Bol with this guy.

There we stood in Basel presenting the ECME as if we were accredited by the UCI personally for
professionalizing the Bicycle Messenger Championships

2005. When the World Champion Karl Stransky at some time had heard me doing an imitation of Alex Zülle,
Tom and I were invited to Basel to host for three days. We played random music, reported on de koers, issued a couple of contrôles du dopage, were strict on helmet safety and I was therfor called a nazi by some
German Fahrradkurier. The bikemessenger community had a big mouth about becoming professional on
several occasions and during Open Forums but never showed the guts to take actions on making rules for
courier behaviour. Such as the obligation to have working brakes on your bike, wearing a helmet and arranging health insurance for courier companies. Tom and I tried to show that the International Federation of Bike
Messenger Associations is a long way from any UCI membership.

I was manager of a fietskoeriermuseum

Just like Jur J74 Arntzen from Amsterdam. My home, hallway, workfloor and personal space have been
filled with bicycles, bikeparts, spandex, innertubes, grease and a wide range of musical selection to do my
work as a bikemessenger. The wall in my cave have been plastered with posters, alleycat manifests, stickers,
pricelists, prizes, flyers and all sorts of cycling parafernalia because of my love for la bicicletta. Anyone who
entered my world for the first time wouldn’t even respond to question what to drink or how they were doing because of constant exhibition of oustanding pieces. Being a bikemessenger wasn’t my lifestyle, ik was
fietskoerier!

There was no private or business. Everything Velocity

I reached a certain point in my life where I was no longer to become a grown man with responsabilities but
instead I could stay just being a kid doing some exceptional hobby kind of thing the grown-ups would consider good enough to be called a job. Dirk and I were like brothers playing outside all day. Riding our bikes,
flirting with the girls behind the desks of places we normally never go. We weren’t managers of a business
but merely just two boys helping out companies getting along. In exchange we would have the opportunity
to be outdoors all day, play with bikes, eat pizza and patat, drink beers and go to the bar wearing shorts day
in day out. I wasn’t an idividual but part of a winning team, part of a family, part of a whole.

The King of New York mindlessly rode with freewheel the most reversed rounds at the first backward circles
contest at a CMWC ever

The year was 1999, we partied. The Cycle Messenger World Championships were held in Zürich, Suisse.
The place to be after the races was the Lucky 7 bar, so that’s where we hung out. After the rollerraces we
decided it was time to organise some fun ourselves and we dropped in a courierbag for the winner of the
competition doing the most circles riding his bike in opposite direction. The bag was quickly filled with
weed, joints, money, cigarettes, shirts, caps and a man’s thong so a lot of fixies entered. Surpisingly the only
one riding a non fixed gear won. Felipe Robayo, the King of N.Y. made clear that he can do more than winning alleycats in his crazy style.

The white aerosuits of EHV’s Team Smut got the styleprize at CMWC New York

Unfortunately due to media and slackers amongst us, a lot of times people tend to see fietskoeriers as notwanting to grow up kids wearing cut-off jeans and baggy shirts in bright colors who don’t take personal
hygiene to a higher level. When I went to visit Kevin “Squid” Bolger’s N.Y. with Tom we decided to show
the community that messengers can both look good and professional, yet still be fast. We rode Times Square
in grupetto whilst showing off our white skinsuits on our way over to the racetrack in New Jersey. All other
bikemessengers dropped jaws in awe. Rob Beijssens came in second in the 2005 mainrace and Tour de
Ville was awarded for their stylish clothing performance.

The IFBMA had a president who was also a bog body

The work and influence of Bike Messenger Associations can vary from city to city. It’s very difficult to get
them to work together worldwide. The Scotsman Andy Duncan is well respected as a human, appreciated for
his courier history and known for his effort as president of the International Federation of Bike Messenger
Associations. He also entered competition in an early version of the Arnhem Uphill. He said the first manifest was f*ckin’ brilliant, the second was really nice... but a picture of him showing up at the last checkpoint
of the third manifest made him look like a veenlijk. The alleycat was too tough, he only drank one beer
afterwards.

DC stood for BBQ, DQ and party with psycho

United Airline sponsored our planetickets to Washinghton DC in 1998. It was the first time for Tjeerd, Dirk
and myself to go abroad to America. We barbequed almost every evening, I got disqualified in the mainrace
for hitting a fellow messenger with my bike and we slept on the livingroomfloor with 13 other couriers in
some house where a psychotic bitch lived. She chased her boyfriend with a 30 cm steakknife across the
room up the stairs so eventually police, brandweer and ambulance had to show up. Crazy stuff we had tell
Tjeerd about the following morning cause he slept through all this.

After 3 years we were forced to pay taxes

How were we to know one has to give money to his government. Well, perhaps we knew, but we had never
give it a second thought to do so. Till this friendly man from de Belastingdienst came by our office one
day to ask us what was up with our administration. We proudly told him how much work we did and how
hard we cycled and that we spent all of our fortune on bikeparts, beer, frietjes en pizza and that we had kept
record of all the runs we had done so far. He gave us 3 months to get our financial act together and fill in all
the forms and come up with an arrangement to finally start paying taxes. End of hobby... start of work.

No home but work

I had shitloads of difficulties on a personal level. One of them was the point where I left Kim for I can’t remember what reason. Probably something with greener grass beside the pavement, can’t recall. But I would
still have my job as a courier and the obligation to show up early to work. I tried staying at friends for a
while but finally ended up waking up daily in a sleepingbag in the Sonsbeek Park. It stressed me out a lot so
I was told to sleep at the company at night. The combination homelessness with workmanship is not for me,
I know now. Since then I started living in a house again but I wouldn’t say I found a home yet.

So I read on cable TV that our company party was being interrupted by the police nota bene

When drinking tequila shots and beers from 3 in the afternoon till late at night, I get drunk. I got so completely pissed that I yelled: “waar is mijn wijf?” on the dancefloor indoors. Someone guided me outdoors so
I could puke right over the shoulder of my pregnant girlfriend into the garden. Because of my Pinocchio-legs
she dragged me home and from there on I lost memory. I do remember waking up the next morning with a
huge hangover putting on the telly. The party at Velocity fietskoeriers was rudely stopped by them policeman
due to disturbing the neighbours. If only some of our intoxicated clients had been a litlle less noisy, the sober
bikemessengers were behaving in a proper manner.

Fakengers Using Courier Creditz In Traffic FUCCIT

Tjeerd had been an ex-bikemessenger for some years and I was still active. And unspoken rules of the
community made clear we could still be friends. But we were not allowed to have fun or do alleycats with
non-couriers. Bikemessengers created some sort of idea in which only “real” fietskoeriers could be part of
messenger-spirit. Tjeerd and I came up with the idea to start FUCCIT to sweep away any responsabilty or
connectedness with these idiot ideology. I can make enemies with whomever I want and don’t need friends
to do so. It is now a well known blog for bike-related nonsense and bicycle porn.

FerryHuissenDuivenTrackstand

Back in tha dayz het werk van een fietskoerier consisted merely of individual runs. We didn’t have the
internet as we know it now and the majority of work we did was graphic and photographic jobs. One of the
furthest jobs would be a 20+Km ride when you had to pick up something in Huissen and bring it to Duiven.
Then you would take the ferry and pay while trackstanding, phone your dispatcher while trackstanding and
enjoy wind en water while trackstanding. Later on, the Dutch bikemessengers lost a lot of work to digitalization. But we lost the ferry, that bothered me the most.

Name Cellphone Jouke

An early adept to bikemessengering in general was one of Arnhem’s first clients ever called Jouke Hoogland.
He saw how Dirk and I tried to start up our own company after KC Koerier Centrale had vanished. Jouke
came up with the name VeloCity and it’s double significance of Velo in the City and the meaning of the
speedy noun velocity. At that time we were still husslin’ with pagers to let eachother know if we were in
need of help or if we were with an empty bag ready to do a new run. Jouke gave us his cellphone and made
us more mobile. But only two weeks later I was nearly beaten off my bike by a BMW-driver because of
making a phonecall and I had to explain my strange behaviour. Cellphones on a bike weren’t very common
in 1996.

26.492.871 mtrs in 366 days

Fietskoeriers fietsen a lot of kilometers a day. I remember working at Tour de Ville for a period where I
sometimes would ride 90+KM in a morning. Nowadays the messengers in Arnhem mostly have a daily route
on which they have to deliver mail to preset adresses, so the client can immediately concentrate on his job
when arriving on the workfloor. Sure we did do postroutes back in the dayz but we had a lot more losse ritten then and you would easily cycle around for more than 500KM a week. And on Friday evening we’d get
on our bikes to go to Wageningen to visit the bikeshop cause they gave us access to their vault with all the
Campy and Shimanio shizzle.

It took a Cycloon to stop me

Velocity became a well known player in Holland. We weren’t the biggest company. Nor did we have the
most riders. But we were a team, we had a philosophy (fietskoerier, nieuwe stijl) and most of the times we
would win or at least do well in one competition at a CMC or alleycat, we were a concept. We were at the
cradle of modern Dutch cyclemessengering. We would sometimes help out people when they wanted to set
up a new couriercompany. Like for instance when Hans Helmerhorst en Jaap Wijnants in Groningen were
trying to start Cycloon. Never could I’ve imagined that same company would be my last employer to work
for.

It’s all right I did the best I could I’ll write this book And then it will be done

After selling Haute Courier to Eddy te Rietstap from Cycloon, I joined his company to share my aqcuired
knowledge. I was going to be a fietskoerier for 15 years, then I would break down, go sit at the bottom of the
pit for a while, and when I would get out, I was going to do the stuff I should really do for me. It turned out a
bit different since I didn’t manage to fulfill the devised period. It came to an end after 14 years and 4 months.
I just couldn’t continue living and seriously considered ending life. My son disagreed with that idea and after
some good conversation I thought it more useful to make a book on my history as a bicycle messenger. Apparently only Boek A is not enough to share the stories I got to tell and I ended up by making another Boek
B.

Don’t be mad if your name or our adventure together is not in the book. Yes, your story too happened. Yes,
you were a bicyclemessenger too. Yes, this is my truth.

Wees niet boos als uw naam of ons avontuur samen niet in het boek staat. Ja, uw verhaal ook is gebeurd. Ja,
je was ook een fietskoerier. Ja, dit is mijn waarheid.

Ne vous inquiétez pas si votre nom ou notre aventure ensemble pas dans le livre. Oui, votre histoire est
arrivé. Oui, vous avez aussi été un courisier à vélo. Oui, cest ma vérité.

Seid nicht böse wann Ihren Namen oder unser Abenteuer gemeinsam nicht im Buch sind. Ja, Ihre Geschichte
ist auch passiert. Ja, du warst auch ein Fahrradkurier. Ja, das ist meine Wahrheit.

No se preocupe si su nombre o nuestra aventura juntos, no en el libro. Sí, su historia pasó. Sí, eran también
un mensajero en bicicleta. Sí, esta es mi verdad.

